STUDENT NAME: ____________________

DANCE CONSERVATORY – BALLET CONSERVATORY (1 – 4) ASSESSMENT TEST

Students will demonstrate mastery within each level. A student that demonstrates mastery within a level according to minimum techniques required for mastery. When a student qualifies mastery with the at least the minimum number of techniques, they can move to the next level. In the level that a student is unable to meet the minimum mastery score, the student will be placed within that conservatory level. This test is for ballet placement for current dance conservatory students ONLY. WITHIN EACH LEVEL, ANY TECHNIQUE OUTLINED IN RED MUST BE MASTERED.

**LEVEL 1 – MUST MASTER 11 OF 13**

- Demi-pointe position
- Tendu position
- Single ballet piroouette en dehors Right/Left
- Rond de jambe a terré
- Fondu
- Tendu
- Frappé
- Grand battement
- Continuous chainés
- Petit Allégre (échappé sauté, changement, glissade, jeté)
- Demonstrates a basic understanding of musicality
- Grand Allégre with grand jeté
- 9 minute mile run

**LEVEL 2 – MUST MASTER 10 OF 12**

- Double ballet piroouette en dehors Right/Left
- Single ballet piroouette en dedans Right/Left
- Working knowledge of correct alignment
- Enveloppé/pas de cheval
- Developpé
- Petit Allégre (royal, assemble entrechat quart, pas de chat)
- Grand Allégre (tour jete and demi-contretemps)
- Continuous piqués
- Right Split
- Left Split
- Petite Battement
- 9 minute mile run

**LEVEL 3 – MUST MASTER 6 OF 8**

- Double (+) ballet piroouette en dehors Right/Left
- Double ballet piroouette en Double frappédans Right/Left
- Grand piroouette a la second (1 8-count)
- Double frappé
- Basic Adagio Combination (developpé, promenade)
- Petit Allégre (échappé sauté battu, assemblé battu, brisé)
- Grand Allégre (sissonne failli, cabriole)
- 8 minute mile run

**LEVEL 4 – MUST MASTER 8 OF 10**

- Triple (+) ballet piroouette en dehors Right/Left
- Double (+) ballet piroouette en dedans Right/Left
- 1 8-count fouetté en tournant
- Rond de jambe en l’air (en dehors/en dedans)
- Proficient in controlling various movement qualities
- Advance Adagio (4 8-count phrase including penché)
- Petit Allégre (jeté battu, temps de cuisse, ballonné)
- Grand Allégre (jeté en tournant)
- Pique en dehors
- 8 minute mile run
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